
We were faced with the task of delivering a 
high-quality solution for the e-social project of the 
Slovenian Ministry of Public Administration, that 
could integrate a vast number of organizations and 
institutions to send, receive and process numerous 
enquiries simultaneously. 

A high-performance solution was needed that also guaranteed 
high-level data security and reliability, because of the sensitive 
nature of the requests that often dealt with sensitive personal data. It 
needed complex message queuing to ensure that not a single 
enquiry ended up lost, while the status of every enquiry was tracked 
and logged. There was also a need for scalability and 
high-availability in the form of a cluster/farm environment, with 
complex message queuing synchronization on all cluster nodes.
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AT A GLANCE

INDUSTRY

Slovenian Public sector

CLIENT

Ministry of Public 
Administration

CHALLENGES

Upgrade e-social project, 
integrating numerous 
institutions 

Enabling an information 
sharing system for automated 
processing of social security 
service applications

Implementing two central 
modules
 

BUSINESS BENEFITS 

The implementation of a 
high-performance solution that 
integrates almost 300 different 
organizations using one single 
unified enterprise service bus, 
ensuring a high-level of 
security.

The Asynchronous Module

A Authentication & 
Authorization Module

TECHNOLOGY

Both modules are built on top 
of an Oracle database in J2EE 
environment and run on both 
JBOSS and Oracle WebLogic 
application servers. 

 

SYSTEM INTEGRATION 
INTERNATIONAL

THE ASYNCHRONOUS MODULE 
(ESB) AND AUTHENTICATION & 
AUTHORIZATION MODULE

CASE STUDY

WHAT WE FACED

The solution needed to support all officially registered certificate 
authorities in Slovenia, which currently counts more than 28000 
users. Apart from all of this, the solution needed to support 
digital signing and time stamping for enquiries.
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SOLUTION

Two central modules as common building block 
solutions delivered for the E-social project of the 
Slovenian Ministry of Public Administration. 

To solve this task, we created two separate modules that would work 
together to create a system that processed electronic data 
enquiries, grouping them and sending them to the requested data 
sources, where there was no possibility of synchronous access. It 
was offered to those clients looking to send and receive data 
regardless of the data sources’ time of availability.
Both modules could be reused in any public sector system.

The Asynchronous Module
is an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) for integration of institutions that 
are unable to provide a synchronous response.

The Asynchronous Module (Enterprise Service Bus) was created to 
handle enquiries. It collects them for each data source in a common 
“waiting room”, from which they are sent to each data source, 
processed and returned to the waiting room, from which they are 
returned to the enquiring client.

Single data source enquiries and grouped data source enquiries are 
supported, and can be automated (fetching the enquiries from the 
waiting room, processing, returning the answers) or manual (using 
the special GUI). The solution supports electronic signatures and 
time-stamps.

The solution had to be compliant with the Slovenian Information privacy 
act and the highest security standards.

Data is stored only temporarily until the enquiring system receives 
them, afterwards, only the traffic metadata is stored in logs. This 
system is extremely flexible, allowing simple addition of new data 
sources or groups of them, as well as simple addition of new 
enquiry systems. It is equipped with a special functionality – the 
Supervisory module, that manages data sources and enquiries. It is 
also equipped with a two-level alert system in the case of request 
answer delays.

The Authentication & Authorization Module
 – a general module security platform developed to manage users 
and their rights for Asynchronous Module as well as for a large 
number of other applications.
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Data is stored only temporarily until the enquiring system receives 
them, afterwards, only the traffic metadata is stored in logs. This 
system is extremely flexible, allowing simple addition of new data 
sources or groups of them, as well as simple addition of new 
enquiry systems. It is equipped with a special functionality – the 
Supervisory module, that manages data sources and enquiries. It is 
also equipped with a two-level alert system in the case of request 
answer delays.

The Authentication & Authorization Module
 – a general module security platform developed to manage users 
and their rights for Asynchronous Module as well as for a large 
number of other applications.

ABOUT THE CLIENT:
The Slovenian Ministry of Public Administration

The Ministry of Public Administration’s main task is to 
optimize and ensure resources needed by other ministries 
and the wider public sector in order for them to provide 
efficient and high quality public services to the citizens.
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Creating value 
through partnership
Comtrade is the largest IT organization in South East Europe specializing in the 
fields of software solutions development, system integration and hardware 
distribution. With more than 900 satisfied customers and offices across Europe 
and the USA, Comtrade has become a recognized name on the global stage. 
Founded in 1990, Comtrade now employs over 2,000 business and IT experts, 
including 1,200+ software engineers. With a proven track record of delivering IT 
solutions and services that help reduce business complexities and costs, we are a 
trusted technology partner to medium and enterprise businesses.

Comtrade Slovenia: info.si@comtrade.com Comtrade USA: info.us@comtrade.com

Comtrade Ireland: info.ie@comtrade.com Comtrade Austria: info.at@comtrade.com

Comtrade Germany: info.de@comtrade.com Comtrade Serbia: info.rs@comtrade.com

Comtrade BiH: info.ba@comtrade.com

www.comtrade.si


